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Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation

**Author(s):**
Aires, João Paulo

**Description:**
Document-level testsuite for evaluation of gender translation consistency. Our Document-Level test set consists of selected English documents from the WMT21 newstest annotated with gender information. Czech unnanotated ...

This item contains 3 files (687.67 KB).

Annotate

**Author(s):**
Roček, Martin

**Description:**
Annotate is a web and desktop application that should simplify the process of transforming photos of manuscripts to a browsable collection. It also allows users to annotate parts of the displayed images.

This item contains 1 file (2.9 MB).

Coreference in Universal Dependencies 1.0 (CorefUD 1.0)
Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation

Author(s):
Aires, João Paulo

Description:
Document-level testsuite for evaluation of gender translation consistency. Our Document-Level test set consists of selected English documents from the WMT21 newstest annotated with gender information. Czech unnanotated ...

Add to virtual collection

Annotate

Author(s):
Roček, Martin

Description:
Annotate is a web and desktop application that should simplify the process of transforming photos of manuscripts to a browsable collection. It also allows users to annotate parts of the displayed images.

Coreference in Universal Dependencies 1.0 (CorefUD 1.0)
Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation

Author(s):
Aires, João Paulo

Description:

This item contains 3 files (687.67 KB).

Add to virtual collection
<a class="btn btn-default" data-vcr-url="https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-4703"
data-vcr-title="Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation">
  Add to virtual collection
</a>
Add to virtual collection
Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation

Author(s):
Aires, João Paulo

Description:
Document-level testsuite for evaluation of gender translation consistency. Our Document-Level test set consists of selected English documents from the WMT21 newstest annotated with gender information. Czech unannnotated ...

This item contains 3 files (687.67 KB).

Add to virtual collection

Publicly Available
Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation

Author(s):
Aires, João Paulo

Description:
Document-level testsuite for evaluation of gender translation consistency. Our Document-Level test set consists of selected English documents from the WMT21 newstest annotated with gender information. Czech unannotated ...

This item contains 3 files (687.57 KB).

Add to virtual collection
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Corpus

Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation

Author(s):
Aires, João Paulo

Description:
Document-level testsuite for evaluation of gender translation consistency. Our Document-Level test set consists of selected English documents from the WMT21 newstest annotated with gender information. Czech unnanotated ...

This item contains 3 files (687.67 KB).

Add to virtual collection
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Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation

Author(s):
Aires, João Paulo

Description:
Document-level testsuite for evaluation of gender translation consistency. The document-level test set consists of selected English documents from the WMT21 news task, annotated with gender information. Czech unannotated ...

This item contains 3 files (687.67 KB).

Add to virtual collection

Items to submit to the VCR

- Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation
- Annotate
- Coreference in Universal Dependencies 1.0 (CorefUD 1.0)

Submit  Clear
Submitted Collection

Title: No name
Description:
/Resources: 3

Origin:
Query:

Actions

Add as new Collection

Merge with selected Collection
Please select a collection first.

Cancel submission

Merge Collection

Available collections:

- **Europeana historical newspapers: Estonia**
  - Created at: 2022-04-25 10:42:02.0, Modified at: 2022-05-03 07:49:44.0, #Resources: 40
  - Type: EXTENSIONAL, State: PUBLIC

- **Europeana historical newspapers: Poland**
  - Type: EXTENSIONAL, State: PUBLIC
Submitted Collection

Title: No name
Description:
#Resources: 3

Origin:
Query:

Actions

- Add as new Collection
- Merge with selected Collection
  Please select a collection first.
- Cancel submission

Merge Collection

Available collections:

- Europeana historical newspapers: Estonia
  Created at: 2022-04-25 10:42:02.0, Modified at: 2022-05-03 07:49:44.0, #Resources: 40
  Type: EXTENSIONAL, State: PUBLIC

- Europeana historical newspapers: Poland
  Type: EXTENSIONAL, State: PUBLIC
Create / Edit Collection:

Name: No name
Description: New collection description

*Note: Markdown supported (cheat sheet)*

Required field.

Keywords: List of keywords, separated by space or comma.

Authors: twan_clarin.eu@clarin.eu,

Family Name: New author family name
Given Name: New author given name
Email: New author email
Affiliation: New author affiliation (optional)

Press <enter> to add this author
Family Name: New author family name
Given Name: New author given name
Email: New author email
Affiliation: New author affiliation (optional)

Press <enter> to add this author

References:
Add new reference by URL or PID
Set a title for this new reference

Press <enter> to add this reference

- [Machine Translation Testsuite for Gender-Consistent Translation](https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-4703)
- [Annotate](https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/20.500.12800/1-4740)
- [Coreference in Universal Dependencies 1.0 (CorefUD 1.0)](https://lindat.mff.cuni.cz/repository/xmlui/handle/11234/1-4698)
Planned features

- Declarative integration (data attributes; no javascript code needed)
- **Optional** programmatic control (add to queue, clear queue, submit)
- **Optional** customisation via
  - configuration object (and/or data attributes)
  - CSS
- Free from external dependencies (include one .js reference, no clashing dependencies)
- Hosted by CLARIN, very low maintenance

Coming soon!™